Our commitment

One of the fundamental human rights is the right to fair remuneration. This statement is intended to set out how DSM will deliver its commitment specifically to Fair Remuneration.

DSM is committed to the principle of equal opportunities for all employees by providing a living wage and equal pay rewarding the employees overall contribution to DSM by respecting all 4 elements of the Fair Remuneration Framework: minimum wage, living wage, equal pay and gender pay gap.

Our commitment is to set equal pay for doing similar work that requires equivalent qualifications and skills. Our ambition is to ensure to have a balanced pay parity approach that fosters our commitment of zero-tolerance on equal pay and living wage.

DSM operates with a fair and transparent pay system based on objective criteria and free from gender bias via:
- evaluating job roles and pay grades to ensure that these are structured fairly, using benchmarks;
- conducting an annual gender pay analysis (and if needed gap analysis);
- providing sufficient guidance and insights on how (equal) pay has to be determined;
- integrating equal pay in People and Organization (P&O) requirements and audit systems;
- informing how to deal with issues and grievance;
- reporting externally via DSM’s Integrated Annual Report concerning gender pay (gap) and living wage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fair Remuneration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living wage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender pay gap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sustainable Development Goals linkage

Fair Remuneration as in the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is particularly highlighted in SDG 5 - Gender Equality and SDG 10 – Reduced Inequalities. DSM is positively tackling this within its own operations.
Process in case of grievance

Steps to use the grievance system in case of a concern or question related to Fair Remuneration:

1. **Raise the question or concern within their own working environment or organization and have an open discussion about it.**
2. **When concerns remain, employees should report the dispute, complaint, concern or breach to their direct manager, the higher management or their P&O Manager.**
3. **If reporting a breach or suspicion of a breach of the Code of Business Conduct or other regulations to their management is not possible, they can use the DSM Alert System (DSM.Alert@dsm.com).**

**External Reporting**

DSM will report on an annual basis in the Integrated Annual report on its gender pay gap and living wage analysis.

**Equal pay**

To ensure accurate and transparent reporting DSM is basing the gender pay gap ratio on the globally accepted Global Reporting Initiative standard (GRI 405-2). This is part of the GRI Standards issued by the Global Sustainability Standards Board which DSM uses to structure its disclosures in the Integrated Annual Report. From a data availability and quality perspective DSM has taken it’s 6 significant locations of operations into account for Equal pay analysis. The 6 locations are Brazil, China, India, The Netherlands, Switzerland and the USA.

**Living wage**

For the living wage benchmark the database of WageIndicator will be used. From a data availability and quality perspective DSM has taken it’s 6 significant locations of operations into account for Living wage analysis. In the coming years, further efforts will be made to increase the coverage of countries in this analysis to eventually include all locations in which DSM has own operations.
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